August 31, 2015

What If You Were King?

What does health freedom feel like? Can you remember?

When I listen to some people’s stories, it reminds me of a cog on a conveyer belt. Not a lot of care or choices. Is that how you feel? If so, what would make you feel more cared for, more listened to and less afraid? If you were king or queen, what is the first thing you’d change about health care? What do you really dislike at the doctor’s office today and what would make you feel like you like the health care system better?

Let me know by using the green and gray “Give Feedback” button on our homepage at cchfreedom.org. That’s cchfreedom.org. I really want to know. What’s the first thing you’d change if you were king. Go to cchfreedom.org

Give Your Feedback: http://www.cchfreedom.org/feedback.php#ff

Presented daily by Twila Brase, President, Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 41 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the Bott Radio Network.